
In a nutshell, Wyrd West is a setting that combines Westerns with aspects of magic. 
 
As pioneers pioneered out across the barren wasteland in search of new land to settle and call their 
own, one group happened across what looked like a shimmering tear in the air, through which what 
looked like a giant spiky horned toad emerged. Numerous shotguns made quick work of it, but the 
unnatural nature of the discovery made the God-fearing people consider it their duty to guard the 
place, until such a time that it could be understood. 
 
Over and around this aberration a town was constructed, and the greatest scientific minds of the age 
were drafted in to organise the construction of a great machine to harness the power emanating 
from the rift, and to guard against anything that might come through it. Reasonably – but not all that 
imaginatively – the settlement was named Rift City, and in the intervening decades has grown in size 
and power due to the harnessing of the magical energy like a natural resource. The machine and the 
scientists who maintain it are guarded by two lines of defence: the Rift Guard, trained in combat 
using magic, and berserkers, whose ability to induce a blood rage offers stronger, if less controlled 
defence. The city itself is patrolled by a force of regular sheriffs. 
 
As Rift City grew, smaller settlements sprung up in its vicinity to take advantage of less eldritch 
resources such as oil fields and mines, as well as numerous farms and ranches. A network of 
railroads linking Rift City to the towns and the towns to each other gave rise to the city’s more 
common name amongst its denizens: the Hub. 
 
Groups of nomadic warriors known as sandmen patrol the wasteland around the settlements for any 
creatures that might have come through any smaller rifts that temporarily open up in unpredictably 
anywhere in the area, in addition to dealing with any bandits they encounter. Bounty hunters often 
traverse the terrain in search of their quarry. 
 
The series is set some time around about 1880, with an equivalent level of technological 
advancement. If you’re familiar with TV shows such as Wild Wild West, Legend, or The Adventures of 
Brisco County Jr, think of them but the hook being magic instead of steampunk technology. Or from 
another perspective, imagine eldritch forces in Firefly, minus the sci-fi elements. 


